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Role of sample geometry on nonlinear transport properties of the vortex solid in Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8
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Transport and magnetization measurements have been made on prism- and plate-shaped crystals of
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8. For fields below about 60 Oe the resistivity for the prism and plate specimens is approxi-
mately the same above the melting transition temperature. However below this temperature, for equivalent
current densities, the~nonlinear! resistivity for the plate goes rapidly to zero, while for the prism it shows a
pronounced tail. This behavior is discussed in relation to geometrical effects in the two specimens. It estab-
lishes that the nonlinear transport properties of plate-shaped crystals in this regime do not reflect bulk vortex
pinning properties and strongly suggests that the vortex lattice melting is accompanied by vortex decoupling.
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It is now widely accepted that the vortex lattice
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 ~BSCCO! undergoes a first-order meltin
transition at temperatures above about 40 K.1,2 In local2 and
in global3 magnetization measurements, this transition
pears, respectively, as a sharp jump or as a rather bro
step. For the platelike single-crystal specimens which
usually used in these measurements, the linear in- and
of-plane resistivities disappear, within typical experimen
sensitivity, at the ‘‘melting’’ transition.4–6 This suggests that
at melting, the vortex lattice becomes either an entang
vortex liquid with zero tilt modulusc44 or a ‘‘gas’’ of de-
coupled pancake vortices. The bulk vortex pinning behav
of the solid vortex phase is usually deduced from analysi
magnetization or nonlinear transport critical curre
measurements.4–8 These are, however, expected to be sub
to surface pinning and to geometry-barrier and surfa
barrier~SB! effects9–18 which may contribute significantly to
the measured critical current density and nonlinear resis
ity, especially at higher temperatures. The geometr
barrier9–14 ~GB! for a plate specimen, in perpendicular a
plied field, has been theoretically established to be part
larly strong for applied fieldsHa,0.5Hc1. The effect is pre-
dicted to produce, in the absence of bulk pinning, magn
hysteresis and a corresponding critical current density,10,12,13

and accordingly also a critical transport current.19 Compli-
cated edge or corner effects may extend the GB to fields
aboveHc1.10 Direct experimental evidence for the GB effe
has been found by Majeret al.11 By polishing a plate-shape
single crystal to produce a triangular cross section
‘‘prism,’’ they show that below the melting transition th
relatively large magnetic hysteresis apparent in the plat
specimen is reduced to very small values in the prism. T
suggests that the~magnetically determined! critical current
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density in the plate specimen results almost entirely from
GB effect. This conclusion should also relate to critical im
posed transport currents,19 although this prediction has no
yet been experimentally verified. The GB effect has serio
implications for the interpretation of magnetization a
transport measurements in plate specimens in terms of
vortex pinning behavior, especially at higher temperatu
where the bulk pinning is expected to be weak. Since ther
a considerable interest in nonlinear transport behavior at
~and zero! applied fields for the interpretation of Kosterlitz
Thouless transitions,20 current-induced vortex cutting,21

vortex-loop unbinding,22 and also bulk pinning parameters
platelike single-crystal specimens geometrical barrier effe
must be taken into account. In this paper we report on
results of transport and isothermal magnetization meas
ments on both platelet- and prism-shaped single-cry
specimens of BSCCO. The results confirm that measu
ments on plate-shaped crystals are dominated by geom
effects at high temperatures and, in particular, that b
vortex-lattice behavior cannot be obtained directly from t
nonlinear transport properties of such specimens in this
gime. The data also suggest strongly that the vortex ph
above the melting transition is decoupled.

The starting material was selected from a batch of sligh
overdoped single crystal Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 (Tc.86 K! which
was grown using an infrared floating-zone furnace.23 Single
crystals with optically smooth parallel surfaces and thic
nesses of several tens of microns were carefully cut i
slabs. One of these was then gently polished~using 0.25mm
diamond grit!, into a ‘‘prism’’ ~as per Ref. 11! of dimensions
1052 mm3190 mm355 mm. An adjacent slab with di-
mensions 1053mm3200 mm313 mm was chosen to
serve as the ‘‘platelet’’ sample. Schematic drawings of
135 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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samples and their contact configurations are shown in
inset to Fig. 1. Silver epoxy contacts were fired onto
sample for 5 min at 420 °C in flowing oxygen. Contact r
sistances were measured to be between 1 and 2V. The cur-
rent contacts covered the entire ends of the crystal to en
uniform in-plane current flow while the voltage contacts e
tended from the sample edge to its midline. The resista
was measured as a function of temperature at a frequenc
72 Hz ~using low-noise, phase-sensitive detection! with the
applied field parallel to the~thin! c axis of the crystals. Iso-
thermal magnetization measurements were made usin
QD-MPMS5 superconducting quantum interference dev
with due care to reduce the remnant field and a 3 cmscan
length was used.

The experimental results for the reduced resistiv
r(T)/r(90 K), at a transport current of 1 mA and in applie
fieldsHa ~parallel to thec axis! of 5.2 and 42 Oe, are show
in Fig. 1 for both the plate and prism samples. The cro
sectional area of the plate is approximately two times sma
than that of the prism so that the current density is acco
ingly higher. The resistivity curves for the platelet and pris
samples are almost coincident from aboveTc down to a
field-dependent temperature, marked by the open arr
heads, which is positively identified from theM (Ha) curves
~see below!, as the melting temperatureTm(Ha). At this tem-
peraturer(T) for the plate drops rapidly to below our res
lution. On the other hand, the resistance of the prism sh
a marked change in slope and diverges rapidly from the
havior for the platelet. This is the central result of this pap
It suggests that although a large critical current appear
platelet-shaped samples immediately below melting, that
is due to a geometrical effect and unrelated to bulk pinni
The resistivity for the prism is significantly higher, and
disappears below our limit of resolution at a lower tempe
ture marked by the closed arrows. At 5.2 Oe the differenc
pronounced and the resistivity of the prism displays a ‘‘tai
The evolution of this feature with applied field is shown f
various fields in a range from 5.2 to 100 Oe in Fig. 2 whe
it is apparent that the effect disappears altogether forHa
.60 Oe andT,75 K.

FIG. 1. Normalized resistivityrab(T)/rab(90 K) of the prism-
and plate-shaped samples at 1 mA forHa //c55.2 and 42 Oe. Open
arrows indicate both melting and the onset of the resistive tail
the prism. The closed arrows indicate where the tail vanishes be
our sensitivity. The inset shows the sample geometry and con
configurations.
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In Fig. 3 the transport current dependence ofr(T), at
Ha55.2 and 42 Oe is shown for the prism. Significant no
linearity is apparent in the resistance at temperatures be
the melting transition. There is also some qualitatively d
ferent nonlinearity in ther(T) behavior forHa542 Oe im-
mediately above the melting transition. This has been no
elsewhere and has been ascribed to viscous effects~bulk pin-
ning in the liquid phase!.5 Recently however, it has bee
shown to be associated with surface rather than b
currents.24 However, apart from noting that the behavi
above melting is very similar in the prism and platelet spe
mens, we focus on the behavior below melting in this rep
Figure 3 shows that, in the limit of sufficiently small tran
port current, ther(T) behavior for the prism apparently be
comes more like that of the platelet~see Fig. 1!. This sug-
gests that the linearr(T) vanishes immediately below th
melting transition for any geometry3 and implies that a non-
zero critical current, albeit much smaller than that observ
in the plate, also appears immediately below melting in
prism. Alternatively, due to the finite sensitivity of the me
surement, we may simply not be able to resolve the l
linear resistivity which could be present at low currents
these high temperatures, either from weak bulk pinning o
SB.

r
w
ct

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the resistivity of the pr
at applied fields of 5, 15, 23, 32, 42, 52, 62, 77, and 100 Oe fo
current of 1 mA.

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the resistivity of the pr
at 5.2 Oe for 300mA, 1 and 3 mA and at 42 Oe for 100, 300mA,
1 and 3 mA.
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Magnetization measurements were carried out on
same samples to check that the differences in the trans
behavior are not an artefact of polishing-related damage.
isothermal magnetization behaviorM (Ha) at T579 K for
the prism and platelet samples are presented in Fig. 4. T
results are very similar to local magnetization measurem
on a similar platelet and prism pair11 and show that the hys
teresis~and therefore critical current or nonlinear resistan!
is significantly smaller in the prism than in the platelet,
agreement with the transport data. Although the prism sh
some very small hysteresis in the vicinity of the penetrat
peak, the almost reversible behavior allows us to excl
polishing-induced damage~surface roughness and deform
tion! as contributing to these results. Such damage would
expected to enhance bulk and/or surface pinning andin-
creasehysteresis, contrary to our observations.

Next we consider the physical origin of the differenc
between the two sample behaviors. The platelet specime
Fig. 4 shows significant hysteresis and a magnetization l
similar to that predicted for the geometrical barrier10,12,13for
a specimen of this geometry with small or negligible bulk
surface pinning or SB effects. It is characterized by a dela
field for initial vortex penetration and hysteresis below a
plieds of approximatelyHa50.5Hc1. At fields above about
25 Oe at 79 K, the behavior of the two samples is appare
very similar and, within experimental resolution, complete
reversible and therefore approximately free from any effe
of bulk pinning or surface barriers. Careful measureme
have also been made to locate the melting transition. As
example,M (Ha) loops for the prism atT577 and 82 K are
shown in Fig. 5. The melting fields, where the onset of bro
steps inM are just discernible on the scale of the figure, a
marked by open arrowheads. The solid arrows mark the
plied field at which hysteresis, based on a criterionDM
<0.3 G, apparently vanishes for each temperature. Ins
tion of Fig. 2, forHa'62 Oe andHa'15 Oe, shows satis
factory correspondence between these coordinates and
where the resistive tail for the prism specimen vanishes.

We now return to a detailed consideration of the implic
tions of the divergence between ther(T) curves for the
platelet and the prism at the melting temperature. The ab
considerations show that the differences between the two
ometries in both the transport and magnetization data
consistent with a dramatically reduced or vanishingly sm

FIG. 4. Magnetization of the prism and plate at 79 K.
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critical current in the prism relative to the plate. Moreove
the difference is clearly associated with specimen geom
and unlikely to result from bulk pinning, which should b
comparable with or enhanced in the prism relative to
plate. In order to better understand these differences, we
sider first the case of zero applied transport current. T
spatial distributions of the equilibrium internal field and i
duction, which are related through the constitutive equil
rium relation B@H rev# for the superconductor, are differen
for the two geometries. In each geometry these field profi
are self-consistently dependent on magnetic boundary co
tions and on the critical state which may include vortex-li
tension forces which appear below the melting transiti
These latter effects are significant over the entire volume
the prism and near the edges of the platelet. For the pr
the equilibrium ~bulk-pinning-free! internal field and flux
density profiles have a minimum along the specim
midline18 and a strong maximum along its edges. For t
platelet geometry these fields have a ‘‘domelike’’ profi
with a maximum along the specimen midline. In increasi
applied fields in the rangeHa,0.5Hc1 the dome does not fill
the specimen and is centered on the specimen midline.10,12,13

For Ha larger than a field of order 0.5Hc1 the dome com-
pletely fills the specimen but still has a minimum along
edges. In decreasing applied field, for all fields down to ze
the dome continues to completely fill the specimen, thus
lowing vortices to escape. The GB effect and the associa
hysteresis in platelet~and disc! specimens is a direct conse
quence of these effects. Theoretical treatments12–14 for the
GB in platelet and disc specimens make various simplify
assumptions to deal with the complex effects of vortex en
and expulsion from the sharp corners at the specimen ed
These treatments, in the absence of bulk pinning or SB
fects, predict reversibleM (Ha) behavior for Ha.0.5Hc1
~i.e., where the dome extends to the sample edges!. The GB
may, however, as a result of effects in, or due to, the sh
corners, persist in diminished magnitude to applied fie
well above 0.5Hc1.10 Now we consider the effect of transpo
currents. In the platelet geometry, applied transport curre
in a transverse field distort the domelike flux profile and t
critical currents can be calculated from critical conditions
entry and exit of vortices.19 For Ha,0.5Hc1 platelet speci-

FIG. 5. Magnetization of the prism at 77 and 82 K. The op
arrows mark the melting field while the solid arrows indicate t
point where the hysteresis apparently disappears.
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mens can carry remarkably large critical transport curre
Zeldov et al.10 estimate that critical currents associated w
the GB are of order 106 A cm2. Benkraouda and Clem19

obtain an expression for the transport critical current in s
geometry in this field regime which yields, for the prese
specimen dimensions, a critical current of up to 1 A. F
fields aboveHa'0.5Hc1, a much reduced critical current i
expected in the plate, consistent with the magnetization d
~see Fig. 4!.

We suggest, therefore, that the main differences betw
the transport properties in the platelet and prism geome
are due to the GB in the platelet sample. In this latter sam
the GB appears belowTm due to the onset of a nonzero lin
tension and nonzeroc44 in the solid phase.25 This results in a
sharp drop in the resistivity.19 In the prism sample, in con
trast, any GB leading to hysteresis is absent and as a r
the measured resistivity belowTm is larger. Since the resis
tivity in the platelet sample belowTm is much lower than in
the prism, we conclude that the nonlinear transport beha
in platelet specimens below freezing does not reflect b
pinning properties. In addition to the GB, SB and bu
pinning effects may also contribute to the above behavior
particular, the SB effect is also expected to be dependen
vortex dimensionality and to increase below the melt
temperature.17 Thus the possibility that the SB plays a role
the pronounced onset of the differences between the p
and platelet at melting is also qualitatively consistent w
the present results. The SB, bulk pinning, or both may
l
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responsible for the nonlinearI 2V characteristics observed i
the prism belowTm . Above Tm , geometrical barriers are
singificantly reduced in both geometries due to the dec
pled nature of the liquid phase and thus the resistivities
comparable. Further, in this pancake gas phase, both
pinning and surface barriers are expected to be significa
reduced resulting in more linear characteristics.

In conclusion, the present work shows that the commo
assumed notion that the ‘‘irreversibility-line’’ defines th
field-dependent temperature below which bulk pinning b
comes significant should be applied with caution in plate
specimens at low fields of order approximatelyHc1 and for
weak bulk pinning. In this regime both the nonlinear tran
port properties and hysteretic magnetization below the m
ing transition are predominantly determined by geometri
or surface barriers and do not reflect bulk properties, a
frequently assumed. The results are consistent with the
gestion that the vortices simultaneously decouple and m
at least at temperatures above about 75 K.
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